Welcome to Bosch.

Start something big today. Apply now.

Business Unit Controlling Intern (f/m)
Organization: RBJP | Division: Powertrain Solutions (PS) | Location: Yokohama (Japan) | Functional area: Finance and Controlling | Department: CTG23JP | Remuneration: 160.000 JPY/month | Position Code: PS/CTG23-JP | Internship period: Apr. 2019 – Sep. 2019
Your contribution to something big

Required specialized knowledge

You support us actively in our daily controlling and reporting activities
and work on your own strategic projects while gaining a wide insight
into our internal processes.

 Controlling
 MS
 Be

knowledge (theoretical and/or practical)

Excel and Power Point (very good skill)

a communicative, proactive, tenacious and reliable team player!

Your tasks will include:
Preparation

and analysis of financial key data like sales,
expenses, profit and profitability
 Preparation
 Data


of management meeting presentations

gathering and processing for turnover forecasts

Other project related tasks upon necessity

Preferred skills
 Experience

from former internship in Controlling (or financial related)

 Accounting

knowledge

Additionally you should:
 Be able to stay for a period of 6-12 months at our company
 Be regularly enrolled at a university outside of Japan during the entire internship
period
 Be flexible, willing and motivated to live and work in a different culture

Additional assistance
We offer very competitive salary. Additionally, we provide you with all necessary documents and information for a successful visa
application*.
*Visa requirements:
Please note that applicants need to be eligible to obtain the Designated Activities Visa for an internship with Bosch Corporation
Japan. Therefore, only students who fulfill the following conditions are eligible to apply (proof required):
A.) Enrolled student at a university outside of Japan during the entire internship period
B.) Doing the internship (6 months) will require your university to sign a document confirming that the internship represents a
mandatory or strongly recommended part of your university curriculum when applying for your visa
Please understand that applications of students regularly enrolled at a university in Japan may not be considered.

Make it happen.
For questions, please contact yukio.sogabe@jp.bosch.com.

